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Albanian Slide: The Roots to NATO’s
Pending Lost Balkan Enterprise
ISA BLUMI*
ABSTRACT Since the end of the 1990s, Albanians in North Macedonia, Albania,
Kosovo, Montenegro, and Serbia have submitted to a regime of political and
economic austerity in return for access to the European Union. The heavy
costs, from economic decline, deadly pollution, and political corruption
have translated into years of frustrations. These frustrations have exposed a
political failure that extends from the region to the United States and Brussels. The resulting political turmoil will soon turn violent as the global economic downturn puts strains on Albanians sliding further away from their
untrustworthy EU/U.S. allies. These afflicted relations may also highlight
enduring tensions within the larger NATO alliance as American unilateralism continues to strain the divergent interests of key European partners.
Following the objections they face, the presidential initiative of Thaçi and Vučić
for land swap needs incidents on the ground, new tensions and destabilization of
the situation, to proceed. We hold them responsible for the violence that may occur.
Albin Kurti, February 7, 2019

Introduction

T

hings were looking good for a while. At least that is what both Albanians
living in the Balkans and abroad were telling themselves. With laudatory
reports from indigenous politicians and a growing social media infrastructure, it was hard not to share in the optimism. As they awaited integration
into the European Union (EU), all the distinct Albanian constituencies (inhabiting North Macedonia, Albania, Kosovo, Preshevë, Medvegjë, and Bujanoc in
Serbia, Montenegro, and the various adopted homelands overseas), exclaimed
a pride and giddy self-assurance. The popular media in particular, be it Twitter
or Albanian-language journals, offered plenty of evidence that the once feisty
rhetoric of determined independence and nationalism had turned into a calming monotone of contentedness.
Of critical value was the apparent presence of Albanians –self-acknowledged
or not– in the larger world. Albanians like Rita Ora, Bebe Rexha, and Dua
Lipa top the music charts. Albanian sports stars win gold medals in Judo and
score spectacular goals for the best football squads in the world. The best chef
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Beset by grinding
economic austerity
measures and structural
adjustments agreed to
by corrupt politicians
in the 1990s and 2000s,
Albanians throughout
the Balkans have not
seen a return for their
considerable material
and moral sacrifices

in the world, the most beautiful model, the
hottest club scene, undiscovered coastlines,
and membership in NATO, all constituted
acknowledgements of Albanians’ place in
the world. For a people long ignored by the
critical institutions of power, even derogatory statements about just how evil the Albanian mafia, is constituted publicity that reassured Albanians. Until recently, Albanians
throughout the world felt they had gained access (at the expense, some old Marxist rebels
lamented, of basic principles), to the Western
table.

Alas, Albanian delusions were no panacea to
reality. Beset by grinding economic austerity
measures and structural adjustments agreed to by corrupt politicians in the
1990s and 2000s, Albanians throughout the Balkans have not seen a return
for their considerable material and moral sacrifices. They are beginning to
openly protest these conditions. Students shutting down the streets of Tirana and Pristina are only the latest in a series of collective action protests
against egregiously unfair relations.1 The growing popularity of those organizing the protests and the evidence of them turning violent, demands some
introspection.
As with Kosovo’s disgruntled population, in the Republic of Albania, integration into Europe required different, ever-expanding demands before actual accession negotiations began. Ongoing delays in the process have undermined
previously reliable political alliances.2 In the two other countries with important Albanian populations, North Macedonia and Montenegro, similar turmoil
has emerged as both populations see no clear path to joining the union. While
both countries are now NATO members, as Albanians elsewhere can attest,
surrendering control of a country’s military capacities does not translate into a
smoother path into the EU.3

The resulting protests ultimately point to a common failure in Brussels and
Washington to reward the peoples of the Balkans for their sacrifices. Instead,
they are now faced with what is likely a global recession, hitting their region the
hardest. Albanians, like Bosnians, Serbs, and Greeks, observe incredulously a
shift taken by Washington that hints at more economic austerity and less funding to maintain a modest national budget. These changes, lament commentators, will have regional political consequences. For one, there will likely be a
bigger role for outspoken nationalists as they push to open the Pandora’s box
of Southeast Europe: the redrawing of national boundaries.4
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The following explores how this anger, manifested among Albanians, could
threaten regional stability, and once an anticipated global economic slowdown
impacts the region, contribute to tensions within a NATO alliance forced to
adapt. The resulting crisis will ultimately underwrite a new discourse about
what various parties’ interests are as a new generation of political actors evoking ethno-national agendas throughout Eurasia gain popularity.

A Shift as Hopes Fade
A sense that the “fight” has been truncated before the desired unification of
Albanian lands has become an enduring if largely “in-house” problem within
Albanian societies of the former Yugoslavia.5 Handing over their weapons in
return for a NATO-imposed peace was a difficult concession for thousands of
hardened fighters. They had spent the better part of the 1990s resisting Serbian/Macedonian rule and sacrificed far more than was ever acknowledged
by the West. In this respect, many did not trust the new NATO hegemons.
Bitter at NATO’s ambiguous role in the 1990 wars, the suspicions of many Albanians had to be silenced.6 One solution was to turn former rebel leaders into
politicians.7
This tactic has not sat well with the men and women who have sacrificed so
much. They openly admit they feel betrayed by those “hand-picked” by NATO
to politically ease Albanians out of war. Indeed, the most successful “rebels”
turned politicians –from Hashim Thaçi, Agim Çeku, Ramush Haradinaj in
Kosovo, Ali Ahmeti, Ahmet Krasniqi, and Samidin Xhezairi in North Macedonia– have helped impose severe conditions on their constituencies to accommodate the demands from the Balkans’ new European and American
masters.8 The response to this political process of “decommissioning” rebel
units has thus been blunt: those receiving political (and financial) rewards for
cooperating with NATO have simply helped replace one colonial overlord with
another.9
As will prove critical for the ensuing 20 years, Albanians were expected to surrender their economic sovereignty (something that Europeans themselves had
seemingly agreed to with the creation of the EU). This was the agreed price Albanians would pay for a promised visa liberalization regime and a place in the
community of nations.10 The problem for Albanians has been the seemingly
never-ending demands made on them to “reform” politically. In the meantime,
they have also been expected to surrender their considerable natural wealth to
outsiders.11 As well-connected German, Israeli, and American companies loot
their homelands, it is now clear that Albanians in large majorities believe the
cost of surrendering of their political and economic sovereignty has been too
high.12
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Thousands of
students from
public universities
in Albania
protest in front
of the Ministry
of Education on
December 7, 2018,
to demand the
halving of tuition
fees, improved
conditions in
dormitories, and
representation
on universities’
boards.
GENT SHKULLAKU /
AFP / Getty Images

Massive demonstrations throughout the Balkans since late 2018 expose the
unkept promises made by the EU and American allies. Be it demands for a
more balanced negotiation about Albania’s “development” of natural resources, or opposing the United Nations’ imposed regime of ethnically-based
“decentralization” in Kosovo, a once patient, forgiving Albanian population
has declared that they can no longer endure such deprivation.13 As a result,
the once lucrative ties between the local elite and their EU/U.S. sponsors have
become liabilities in domestic politics. The near future consequently promises
to be a violent readjustment with once privileged Albanians (and their Macedonian/Serbian counterparts), many historically servicing the EU/U.S. project
through their well-funded NGOs and local think-tanks, facing anti-elite populist campaigns.14
With backs up against the wall, these once well-connected politicians and
youth leaders will have no choice. In order to regain their popular credentials,
many will use the kind of identity politics that sunk the entire region into a
state of war in the past. Knowing that no party in Europe (but not necessarily
in the U.S.) wants to see a replay of the 1990s, politicians and activists finding
themselves unpopular at home and increasingly abandoned by their erstwhile
European friends may resort to blackmail to regain their place in NATO’s strategic calculations.
Many within the larger Albanian population may be amendable to such incitements. The recorded sense of anxiety found today articulated throughout the
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Albanians increasingly believe that EU
authorities do not intend to grant them what
was promised in 1999 in return for putting
down their weapons
media and in waves of large street protests speaks of an anticipated reversal of
friendly relations with stingy EU/U.S. allies.15 Indeed, the tenor of the speeches
via blowhorn that resonates in cities throughout the Western Balkans today
suggests a population ready to abandon the mediating institutions and political, cultural elite the EU/U.S. installed in the late 1990s. Albanians, like their
Serbian, Bosnian, Montenegrin, and Greek counterparts, have reached their
limit, and in many explicit ways via their protests have alerted the world there
will be consequences. Drawing on interviews and on-the-ground engagement
with many of the primary operatives of this “spring-like” upheaval in the making, it is possible to predict that we have reached a point of no return.

A Balkan Spring Awaits
Albanians, via their re-animated opposition leaders, say that they have had
to bend over backward to satisfy what is now understood to be insincere demands for “reform” in return for entry into the EU.16 Indeed, in Kosovo, the
current political crisis discussed below is often framed in the context of the 95
different criteria being fulfilled to-date for the visa-free regime everyone seeks.
From opposition leaders long hostile to the UN/NATO regime of compliance
installed in the region since 1999 to the current prime minister, such burdens
have destroyed hope. More critical today is the sense that this articulated sense
of EU/U.S. betrayal came with the direct cooperation of now entrenched politicians, all of whom now face a populist backlash that will likely evolve into
open revolts like those recently seen in Greece, France, and throughout the
Middle East.17
Critically, unpopular politicians can stoke nationalist emotions and create
new “facts” on the ground. Once pliable assets could simply switch from being
the peacekeepers of the region to those upsetting stability. There is not much
room left for Albanians to maneuver otherwise. As happened in the past, when
cornered, Albanian survival tactics will ignite the larger Balkans. Adding fuel
to the fire is the now public browbeating from Washington’s newly installed
neo-cons and corresponding, opportunistic belligerency from the neighboring
Serbian leadership.18
Faced with what is now a clear move by neo-conservative factions in America
to pre-empt new alliances China, Russia, or Turkey can build as locals respond
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Now that “democracy” has
proven not to be a guarantee
for Albanian security and
economic stability, larger
numbers throughout the
Balkans have begun to operate
outside the institutions
established since the 1990s

to IMF-induced programs running
their predictable course, Albanians
and others will have to revisit the
recent makeshift efforts by the EU
to delay their rightful place in Europe.19 The so-called “Roadmap for
Visa Liberalization” established after a considerable debate in 2016,
for example, provides ample proof
for those arguing for a new direction.20 This imposed regime served
as a temporary stopgap to what was
already in 2016 a period of open complaints from Albanians about the lack
of commitment from Brussels. Predictably, this agreement has subsequently
proven to be nothing more than one more pretext to indefinitely delay a final
agreement on integration.
As articulated so well by a growing list of opposition political leaders, Albanians increasingly believe that EU authorities do not intend to grant them what
was promised in 1999 in return for putting down their weapons.21 Compounding this anger is the larger context of a global economic crisis likely to ignite a
wave of violent responses locally. Humiliated, impoverished Albanians realize
there is no longer reason to bow to the ills of unfettered global capitalism; they
demand back what NATO has taken away.

As throughout the Third World, vetted Albanian leaders have exposed their
peoples’ most valuable assets to the whims of “the market.”22 The privatization
of most of what had been state assets required that local “leaders” rip up laws
that protected local industry, workers’ rights and generous health, education,
and social security programs. The adoption of policies that aimed to entice foreign direct investment (FDI) at the expense of Albanian well-being has proven
especially disastrous to local societies.23 More, those same leaders so eager to
capture the personal favor of the dons of the neoliberal era have also willfully
sent men to do battle on behalf of NATO. The death of sons in Afghanistan,
Syria, Iraq, or Central Africa is yet one more of the untold stories behind Albanian fury. The contradictions so evident to those left with a dead son is now
being articulated collectively, to the ultimate detriment of relations between
NATO and their valued Albanian partners.24
It is clear from conducting interviews over the last year that many on the
ground in the Balkans now believe the costs have been too high. In their own
words, it is a question of losing patience. After almost 20 years of brutal structural adjustments, Albanians, once fanatically loyal to Europe and the U.S.,
now believe the dream of becoming European has evaporated.25 As a result, Al154 Insight Turkey
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banians are now willing to listen to skeptics who have since the 1990s scoffed at
the manipulative promises offered by Euro-American military, business, and
political leaders.26 Once deemed overbearing zealots of a different era, political
and social leaders like Albin Kurti have suddenly found a new audience. Mistrust of political parties and the “rule-of-law” regime that now clearly services
the “interests of capital” and the utter lack of governmental oversight means
that old socialist, anti-imperialist narratives are finding a new generation of
partisans.27

America’s New Cold War
Now that “democracy” has proven not to be a guarantee for Albanian security
and economic stability, larger numbers throughout the Balkans have begun
to operate outside the institutions established since the 1990s.28 This distrust
in the states that NATO built out of the collapsed regimes of the Cold War
will mean the next few months and years may see Europe’s Balkan nightmare
becoming a reality. Perhaps the most dangerous factor for the short period
moving forward is the realization that all the bowing to American and EU
demands has not bought allies.29 As of mid-February 2019, the Americans, in
collusion with some members of the EU (but critically not all, especially Germany), have reversed heretofore friendly cooperation with both Tirana and
Pristina governments.
The tensions have come as hardliners in both the EU and the U.S., associated
with sponsoring a new Cold War with Russia and/or China, want to see lingering disputes in the Balkans resolved, even if that entails redrawing maps.30
With leaders of fragmenting polities increasingly looking outside of NATO
for support –to China, Russia, and Turkey in particular– the prospects of a
forthcoming economic crisis in such diplomatic limbo promise unpredictable
violence ahead. When yet another wave of brutal economic austerity measures
awaiting already impoverished Albanians hits, the rapidly-changing rhetoric
coming out of Washington, and some corners of the NATO alliance will give
them few options.
Seemingly reversing an established guarantee to no longer redraw the Balkans’ borders, recent arrivals to the White House are again promoting such
dangerous, ethnic-based “land swaps.”31 Behind this change is the return of
the notorious neo-conservatives to the White House in the form of Chief Security Advisor John Bolton. Better known for the aggressive policy towards
Iran, China, and Venezuela, prior to Kosovar independence in 2007, Bolton
had once advocated that the borders of the Balkans be redrawn to fit ethnic
lines. To Albanians, and many European powers, especially the Germans, such
“solutions” promote violence.32
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Albanians wave
flags from their
cars on November
8, 2010 in Tirana
to hail the EU
decision to extend
visa-free travel
rights to them.
GENT SHKULLAKU /
AFP / Getty Images

Already having surrendered 2,800 square hectares of prime forest land to
Montenegro last year as a concession to EU/U.S. demands, today pliable (but
largely unpopular) politicians associated with President Hashim Thaçi have
again agreed to pursue negotiations, this time with Belgrade.33 What enervates
the masses in Kosovo’s streets today is the belief that, as in the case of secret
negotiations with Montenegro, these largely unreported talks will lead to territory swaps.34 Thanks to leaks to the media, Albanians now know that Thaçi is
being pushed to abide by the “International Agreement of Principles Governing the Normalization of Relations between Kosovo and Serbia” in ways that
make “land swaps” the most expeditious way to end tensions. The problem is
that NATO’s favorite Kosovar politician and his team have little credibility. As
these negotiations are being conducted in defiance of Thaçi’s coalition partner, Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj, and amid a population distrustful of
Serbia’s ruling party, there was little left to do but strike back with collective
outrage.35
Kosovo’s ruling coalition has parted ways. Haradinaj has responded with a
clear intention of mobilizing an outraged population. His popular imposition
of tariffs to protest Serbia’s constant harassment of Kosovo internationally (recently blocking Kosovo’s entry into Interpol and lobbying countries to reverse
their recognition of Kosovo’s independence) reflect a new willingness to confront former allies.36 This revolt in response to American unilateralism and EU
intransigence is promising to create permanent political chaos in the Western
Balkans.37
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For the last year, European observers working for
Brussels-based think tanks have, with the help of a
newly trained generation of native scholars, noted
a rising threat of “instability” coming from the Bal- As the politicians of
kans. Framed in their reports as the pathological today struggle to
“ancient hatreds” that haunt the region, a palpable
change in mood on the streets of the major Balkan remain relevant, they
cities from reluctant “tolerance” towards “ethnic do so by doing the
others” in return for progress towards integration
bidding of the EU/U.S.
with Europe is noted.38 Impossible to ignore has
been the uptick in violent rhetoric among increas- at the expense of their
ingly unpopular public figures, not only directing own people’s interests
vindictiveness at ethnic rivals but, more concerning
still, the entirety of the EU/U.S. liberalist project in the Balkans. Largely closed
out of a political system neatly designed since the 1990s to assure unobstructed
“market” access to the region’s economy, even once reliable Albanians are now
voicing a mounting, well-articulated hostility toward Brussels and Washington. As Albin Kurti warns, this can get violent.39
As entrenched politicians/entrepreneurs go through the cycles of excusing
themselves for the enduring injustices their constituencies have experienced
since the 1990s, it may not take much more to ignite what has in France,
Greece, and throughout the Middle East proven too much for either the EU or
U.S. to handle. As with neo-liberal implants Macron in France or his Greek or
Tunisian counterparts, economic stagnation and greater collective humiliation
have undermined the legitimacy of politicians like Edi Rama, Hashim Thaçi,
Alexander Vučić, and their entourages.40
Crucially, with their backs against the wall, all three leaders have proven capable of openly threatening to unleash violence if needed on their immediate
political rivals, their population and finally, if necessary, ethnic others. In all
three cases, once useful political coalitions linking like-minded larger political
factions –especially in Kosovo where former soldiers in the Kosovo Liberation
Army (KLA)– have proven untenable. As the politicians of today struggle to
remain relevant, they do so by doing the bidding of the EU/U.S. at the expense of their own people’s interests. This leads to necessary domestic alliances
breaking apart. The Socialist Party of Albania, for instance, has split since the
last elections in 2017 that brought Edi Rama into the position of prime minister and his erstwhile ally Ilir Meta to the Presidency.41 Today, Albania is in
a constitutional crisis, as once favored Edi Rama finds himself and his close
allies undermined by Meta and his new patrons in Brussels.
More dangerous still for the region is that the coalition which had brought
together very different kinds of veterans of the wars in the 1990s in Kosovo
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(Thaçi and Haradinaj) has broken into rival factions, blocking each other’s
ability to govern. As noted above, the heart of the current crisis in Kosovo is a
conflict over how to pursue a “dialogue” with Serbia over a formal end to their
diplomatic deadlock. According to a now massive opposition, President Thaçi
has used his close ties to the EU/U.S. to push entirely unacceptable concessions.42 According to critics, the “Association of Municipalities with a Serbian
Majority” scheme proposed back in 2015 would create a legal possibility for
hardline nationalists to acquire executive competences.43 As long argued, these
moves threaten to undermine Kosovo’s sovereignty in critical Northern and
Central Kosovo regions.44 Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj, having already
paid the price for agreeing to surrender a large swath of Kosovar territory to
Montenegro a year earlier, no longer has the political capital to continue playing to Washington’s unpopular demands.
For their part, Belgrade’s unrepentant Milošević-era layover regime has played
hardball, shutting down negotiations until Haradinaj’s government pushes this
initial concession through Parliament. Paired with the paradigmatic shift in
Washington led by Bolton, Kosovo’s (and Albania’s) leaders find themselves
in a terrible position. As economic conditions, already dreadful in the region,
and likely to deteriorate further with a global slowdown, the abrasive anti-Albanian policies promoted in Brussels, and open calls from Washington to pursue ethnic partition schemes will translate into worsening relations.45 Indeed,
it is already clear that many in the region now believe that the long-promised
integration will never materialize. The response is violence, directed at any
number of enemies (new and old, domestic and foreign).

The Western Balkans as Europe’s Pandora’s Box
Critically, by stoking ethnic conflict with their neighbors, a much-abused gambit has secured greater leverage for Serbia’s political elite in relation to Bosnia
and Kosovo. This influence has been enhanced by the growing divisions within
the NATO alliance in response to tensions with Russia.46 The possibility of
renewed alliances with Turkey, Russia, or other rivals to the EU/U.S. project
secures greater attention to Serbia, giving Belgrade leverage over Albanian-related issues.47
Alexander Vučić, head of state propaganda during the last years of the Milošević era, is no stranger to manipulating ethnic politics.48 Important here is
that Vučić’s Serbian Progressive Party’s current (increasingly unpopular) leadership is not the only one using ethnic tensions to try to secure leverage in a
rapidly shifting global order. Faced with a crisis caused in part by the lack of
progress toward EU integration, Albania’s Edi Rama has also tried to regain
traction with Brussels by occasionally evoking Albanian issues in North Mace158 Insight Turkey
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donia and Kosovo.49 Lastly, Kosovar
politicians have also been compelled
to take more popular positions. While
Hashim Thaçi has remained willing to
bend to whatever Washington/Brussels asks of him, his policies are logically forcing opposition (and even
coalition partners) to take a greater
nationalistic stand.

For 15 years now the EU has
harassed Kosovar Albanian
politicians to cut social
programs and crack down
on what they assumed
were criminal networks
while imposing a legal and
institutional framework
that ultimately served only
predatorial EU/Israeli-backed
companies

These seemingly different conjunctures of the contemporary Balkan crisis share a common thread that may
warrant closer consideration. These
Balkan politicians threatening instability if they are pushed out of favor
also have strong ties with the likes of Tony Blair and the Clintons. Indeed, using tax-payer funds, all three leaders are paying big money to consulting firms
with connections to those with a long history of instigating precisely the kind
of violence awaiting the Western Balkans in the future. In short, the violence
unleashed during the Blair/Clinton “Third Way” era seems to have a distinct
possibility of returning to the same region in which these icons of neo-liberalism began their careers.50

While neo-conservative/neo-liberal operatives have likely developed their
own formula to profit from any new war and incumbent destruction in the
Balkans, career diplomats in Brussels have become notably uncomfortable
with the prospect of their most reliable Albanian and Serbian interlocutors
failing to subdue their respective populations. Most worrisome is Albania’s
Prime Minister Edi Rama’s threat to unleash ethnic conflict if concessions are
not given, which resulted in a direct counter-offensive supported by the EU
and Washington throughout 2018 to undermine Rama’s government.51
Using their media infrastructure to apply pressure on their erstwhile subordinates, sources based in Brussels have whispered to reporters that Albania’s
Edi Rama, once the West’s most popular intermediary in the region, could find
himself voted out of power or face defections from his Socialist Party.52 His sin?
The charismatic former mayor of Tirana, believing he has Tony Blair, Alastair
Campbell, and powerful Israeli property developers behind him, has wondered
aloud how much further he could do the EU’s bidding in respect to imposing
draconian austerity and devastating structural reforms on his population.53
This open question enervated already tense negotiations behind closed doors.
That Rama would publicly follow up such questions with making “dangerous”
overtures to neighboring Kosovar and Macedonian-Albanians has exposed a
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The captured states in which
most Albanians in the Balkans
live today have remained
servile to the EU/U.S. order
thanks to the methods applied
universally by international
organizations since the 1990s,
ubiquitous in the region

growing rift between Brussels and
Tony Blair’s protégé.54 It also suggests when once mutually-beneficial
relations become tested, the predictability of former allies can suddenly
prove misinformed.

At the heart of the problem is that
Rama, expected to subdue his country regardless of the pain EU “reforms” bring it, can no longer sustain his constituent base. Every time
EU officials have brought a new set of demands for more painful “reforms,”
Rama’s outraged supporters, expecting clarity on when promises of integration (and thus right of travel) would bear fruit, have lashed out at his government.55 Reaching the heights of prime minister with the promise of Albania’s
full integration into Europe as his platform, reality has struck home for most
of Albania’s youthful population. While the country seems to have thrived
while Tirana became Europe’s hippest weekend party town, the pressures put
on most Albanians have undermined Rama and the Socialist Party (PSSH) he
represents.56

Ruling for almost a decade without opposition, the PSSH is fragmenting, with
Ilir Meta, the country’s president, and former party member, openly challenging Rama’s leadership.57 Meta, like many other politicians and civic leaders until recently coerced to remain quiet, have taken a stand behind massive student
protests against the economic austerity imposed on them and their families.58
Rama has been left no choice but to use his ethnic card.
These events have followed a difficult 2018 in which Rama and his EU allies
have clearly diverged. In the face of the ire of his constituency responding to
corruption and failed promises about progress towards integration, Rama has
started to quietly threaten to use leverage among Albania’s neighbors to cause
larger regional tension.59 From inviting all of North Macedonia’s Albanian
parties to discuss behind closed doors strategies in their struggle with Skopje
to suggesting talks with Kosovar leaders about a union with the controversial neighboring Albanian state, Brussels reacted accordingly.60 Brussels now
accuses Rama of stoking ethno-nationalism in neighboring North Macedonia and even threatening to go ahead with negotiations to unify with Kosovo,
where an equal number of Albanians live in a sequestered NATO/UN created
quasi-state.61 Clearly breeching the limits as to how Albanians could engage
the consequences of their brutal integration into the North Atlantic dominated
“global economy,” the floundering relationship between Brussels and Rama
has its Kosovar version as well.
160 Insight Turkey
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Albanian PM Rama
(L) shakes hands
with NATO Secretary
General Stoltenberg
(R) during the NATO
summit, at the NATO
headquarters on
July 11, 2018.
DENIS CHARLET / AFP /
Getty Images

Unlike Albania, which has been formally acknowledged as a future candidate,
Kosovo’s two million inhabitants are trapped by a Stabilization and Association Agreement with Brussels.62 For 15 years now the EU has harassed Kosovar
Albanian politicians to cut social programs and crack down on what they assumed were criminal networks while imposing a legal and institutional framework that ultimately served only predatorial EU/Israeli-backed companies.63
Demands of “legal reform” especially have been read as invasive “free trade”
mechanisms that undermine Albanian economic independence.64 Worse still,
Kosovo’s politicians are forced to enter into negotiations with Serbian officials
regardless of the often racist political platforms Belgrade adopts.65
Ever since NATO’s 1990s interposition into the Balkans, skeptical individuals
would confide anger about the foreigners’ interventions over a quiet coffee. Unleashed by the opportunities of war, overtly liberal projects were criticized for
being stealth agendas to access previously guarded wealth with only friendly
politicians able to profit from the structural changes.66 After years of hollow
assurances, these early iterations of mistrust are now finding collective traction
in once easily-suppressed polities. This acknowledgment of NATO’s betrayal
to secure long-term national interests by publicly declared allies, Albanians
of all affiliations have realized the extent of their marginalization in the larger
European context. It looks bad from the perspective of those living in the Balkans. The bullying of Albanian politicians, often using overt blackmail, accompanied by snide insinuations that they are not quite civilized enough, has cut a
new line of collective resentment in a large swath of Albanian societies. As they
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increasingly fear the consequences of what seems to be a pattern of expected
public subordination, so too will the old spirit of resistance cultivated by decades of living under oppression in Yugoslavia, take its most productive, and
perhaps most dangerous form.67

Conclusion
Albin Kurti’s warning that begins this piece is not hyperbole. It is based on experience and reflects the man’s well-proven capacity to understand the street.
His allies aim to capitalize, riding a wave of renewed popularity (his anti-elite
Lëvizja Vetëvendosje party is now Kosovo’s most popular) and hints at efforts
to explicitly pressure the entrenched leaders of the current coalition, including
President Hashim Thaçi, long Kosovo’s Prime Minister and leader of the Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK). Similar machinations are at work in neighboring Albania, with the Socialist Party’s fragmentation and open protests in
the street threatening much invested objectives. What this reflection on the
current and immediate future state of Albanian affairs in the Balkans warns is
that Kurti is not only right to read into his interlocutors’ frustrations: he will
prove prophetic.
The captured states in which most Albanians in the Balkans live today have
remained servile to the EU/U.S. order thanks to the methods applied universally by international organizations since the 1990s, ubiquitous in the region.68
The results have been continued economic disparities, lingering threats, and
sometimes overt acts of ethnically-motivated violence.69 Mediating this persisting violence has long been the promise that, if properly integrated, Albanians could at least travel freely. As evidenced by years of a “process” seemingly
losing the sedated compliance of a larger population left waiting, that reprieve
from overt Albanian anger is ending.70 Desperation has set in with the now
fully entrenched political elites incapable of providing the internal resistance
their people so desperately need in the face of European-American hypocrisy
and lies.
It is now revealed that even the most untouchable ally of them all, the United
States, is turning its back on Kosovar Albanians. While the U.S. embassies
throughout the region continuously browbeat any semblance of disloyalty,
they have begun to deny Albanians visas, cancel training programs for soldiers, and mobilize their social activist assets to apply pressure on the streets.
Crucially, even those reliable Washington-supported activists are now beginning to see the truth. The rise of the neo-conservative/Clinton alliance that
utters Cold War-era threats has shown the true colors of a capitalist empire
now facing structural challenges largely unannounced in academic and media sources. And this is where we must read the Western Balkans’ percepti162 Insight Turkey
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ble slide toward violence as part of The possibility is there for
the larger struggle for the last bits of
liquidity. The Western Balkans are other Albanian communities,
up for sale. Kosovo’s still heavily-de- facing similarly exploitative
sired mineral assets will necessarily
relations with the global
become available to global capital by
way of competing claims of owner- capitalist project, to seek
ship.71 Natural Gas pipeline politics, cross-border alliances that will
the same that destroyed Syria and
Iraq, and smashed the Balkans in the introduce new domestic and
1990s, are in play again. Albanians regional politics
have not eloquently shifted to reflect
the mailability one must show in order to have leverage in the process of allocating who wins and loses. They thus run the risk of becoming Greece, a
country ravaged by the vultures of (disaster) capital, increasingly hungry for
sustaining liquidity.72
This poverty translates into resentment that finds its initial articulation
through the political skills of Albin Kurti and his Lëvizja Vetëvendosje.73 A
party built on vocal protests against NATO back in the 2000s, it has regained
a foundation for a new era of public action.74 In an era where heroes fight
zombies and vampires, Kurti’s platform of polemic is growing again, with an
always curious Western audience accompanied now by a new generation of
politically frustrated Kosovar Albanians.75 As Kurti has long claimed, reconciliation, the need to “negotiate,” has proven the failsafe tool to assure that
Albanians never challenge the West. Those who robotically evoke this mantra
cannot be trusted with Albanians’ future.76 This means that Albin Kurti’s ability to mobilize is both real and likely to be far more effective in upsetting Albanian relations with the rest of the world as his growing cadre of supporters
abandon those whom NATO could once expect to keep their constituencies
from sliding away.
The possibility is there for other Albanian communities, facing similarly exploitative relations with the global capitalist project, to seek cross-border alliances that will introduce new domestic and regional politics. What may induce
this process to become strategically aggressive will be the economic collapse
of what barely sustains Albanian communities today. This re-animation of Albanian polities has been long overdue, but will likely face a violent response
as deadly, if not more so, than what we have witnessed in the past. With the
possible outbreak of war in the Balkans a result of growing rivalries inside and
beyond the region, the growing evident tensions within the NATO alliance
may manifest as countries with distinctive strategic concerns, like Germany,
finally pursue a policy vis-à-vis Eastern Europe that services their cooperation
and security needs, rather than those of Washington.
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